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VACCARI PUBLIC AUCTION 
8 November 2014 

mail bids by Friday 7 November at 12 a.m. (local time) 
 

no buyers’ premium 
 

We suggest you some lots 
www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/SetLanguage=en 

 

PHILATELY AND POSTAL HISTORY 
 
In Philately and Postal History, among the 836 lots proposed, items for any kind of collection can be 
found, both of high and low value, also of very good general importance. They start from Preadhesive and 
arrive up to present days, with the Old Italian States, Risorgimento, the Italian Kingdom, Italian Social 
Republic and Republic, but also foreign countries, destinations and mail to Italy, that is “Incoming Mail”, 
Italian Post offices abroad, colonies, occupations and military, air mail. The chapters with Various 
subjects and Lots and Collections may give great surprises. 
Among Lots, a specific collection (824) of military relevant to the correspondences of the Atlantic Base 
of Bordeaux. 
The section of Philately ends up with Lot 836, that gathers a really peculiar collection, very interesting for 
the study of Postal history, the personal philatelic archive of Professor Vito Salierno, left as it was on 
the basis of his criteria of ordering and/or cataloguing, a really magnificent and useful set for scholars or 
collectors of images only. 
 
The 836 lots are divided into Miscellaneous and Curiosities - Pre-adhesive or unfranked letters - Lombardy 
Venetia - Modena - Naples and Naples Provinces - Parma - Papal State - Romagne - Sardinia - Sicily - Tuscany - 
Risorgimento - Kingdom of Italy - R.S.I. and Regency - Republic of Italy - Italian post offices abroad - Colonies - 
Occupations, Military - Varieties - Air Mail - Sea routes - Postal stationery - Destinations or Incoming Mail - 
Collecting Offices - Fiscals - Foreign countries - Lots and Collections. 
 
Preadhesive - lot 21 - base euro 550 
Modena - Cisalpine Republic - letter from Como to Modena of 29.11.1801 with acknowledgement of 
receipt enclosed - charge “6” and Modena red postmark - rarity - really very fine - P.V. 
 
Lombardy Venetia - lot 37 - base euro 750 
c.45 I type light blue I printing Vaccari n.10a, large margins - Sassone n.10a - on a fragment with 
complete Roman capitals cancellation in azure “Monza 21 Giu.” (1850) (p.R1) - gorgeous - En.Diena 
(cert.1989) - cert.Ferchenbauer (2013) - P.V. 
 

 

Duchy of Modena - lot 103 - base euro 1,300 
letter from Carpi to Modena of 7.9.1857 with the double postage 
exact rate with c.10 rose with very visible error “CNET. 10” (“E” 
and “N” inverted and full stop lacking after “10”) Vaccari n.15Eb, 
big margins - Sassone n.9f - 6 bar cancellation and, alongside, 
“P.D.” + heart shaped postmark “Carpi” - arrival postmark on the 
back - really very fine - Vaccari = euro 4.000,00 - Sassone = euro 
13.750,00 - G.Bolaffi - A.Diena - P.Vaccari 
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Duchy of Modena - lot 110 - base euro 1,500 
letter with text from Finale di Modena to Parma of 20.2.1860 with 
Provisional Government c.20 dark lilac Vaccari n.33, big margins 
but very light trace of crease on the left - Sassone n.16b - 6 bar 
cancellation with the Duchy boxed postmark “Finale di Modena” 
alongside - letter belonging to the famous correspondence “Ciro 
Muratori” with franking reduced to c.10 (military); since it was a 
double postage, the correct rate had to be c.20 but probably, in 
Parma, they did not justify the rate and charged it for c.20 (figure 
“2”) - arrival postmark on the back - rarity of a very good 
appearance - Em.D. - P.V. 
 

 

Naples - lot 126 - base euro 4,500 
letter from Bari to Bologna of 28.5.1861 franked for gr.5 with 
gr.2+2 I plate bright carmine + Naples Provinces gr.1 black grey 
Vaccari n.5e+8b, all of them with big margins (the first gr.2 shows 
a really light flaking at bottom, touching the external margin of the 
postage stamp) - Sassone n.5f+19 - circle cancellation “Bari 28 
Mag. 1861” - arrival postmark on the back - very good appearance 
- A.Diena (e-mail by R.Diena of 23.6.2014 stating that his 
grandson had certified the letter on 3.9.1955 as genuine with 
perfect postage stamps) - P.V. 

 
Parma - lot 142 - base euro 1,600 
c.25 violet Vaccari n.8, pair with the first copy close at top and the other one with big margins - Sassone 
n.4 - on the back, some yellow dots (oxide) and light thinning - very good appearance on the front - great 
rarity also *SG since only one pair is known unused with hinge - P.Vaccari 
 
Parma - lot 145 - base euro 350 
Sardinia - letter from Genoa to Zibello of 10.11.1852 with c.20 blue Vaccari n.5, with very large to 
perfect margins - Sassone n.2 - small diamond cancellation with charge “3” alongside (since there was no 
agreement between Parma and Sardinia it was franked up to Sardinia-Piedmont border, then charged) - 
unusual destination - very fine - A.D. - G.Oliva - M.Raybaudi (cert.1995) - P.V. 
 
Parma - lot 154 - base euro 900 
letter from Parma to Nice Maritime of 4.6.1859 “Via di Sarzana” with c.15+15 Vaccari n.19, big margins 
- Sassone n.9 - lozenge cancellation with, alongside, “P.D.” and small circle “Parma 4 Giug. 59” - arrival 
postmark on the back - it was sent in the short period when the Duchess, Maria Luisa, had returned in 
Parma; then she definitely left on 9 June 1859 - really very fine - En.D. - R.D.(cert.2014) - P.V. 
 
Papal State - lot 186 - base euro 400 
b.5 rose Bologna forgery of the time II type Vaccari n.3bFP, large margins - Sassone n.F3 - grid 
cancellation - gorgeous - R.D. (cert.1998) - P.V. 
 
Papal State - lot 193 - base euro 350 
letter from Anagni (line Italic capitals on the back) to S.Ginesio (Macerata) with b.6 greenish grey 
Vaccari n.18, 6 copies of which only one touched at foot and the other ones with big margins - Sassone 
n.7 - Macerata grid cancellation with arrival postmark on the back - valuable franking - very fine - A.D. - 
P.V. 
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Sardinia - lot 274 - base euro 280 
Italy - printed circular letter from Saluzzo to Orio (Lodi) of 
18.9.1861 with ex Sardinia Printed Matters c.2 Vaccari n.70, with 
a really irregular cut, such that parts of 4 different copies are 
visible - Sassone n.20 - really very fine and unique (perhaps?) - 
arrival postmark on the back - P.V. 

 
Sicily - lot 288 - base euro 1,750 
letter from Messina to Naples of 28.11.1859 franked for gr.11 
with gr.1 I plate I state intense rust brown Vaccari n.5a + gr.10 
dark blue Vaccari n.20, both with large margins - Sassone n.3a+12 
- horse-shoe cancellation - on the front, handwritten “con vap 
Francese” - on the back, figure “11” to justify the rate + “Arrivo in 
Napoli 29 Nov. 1859” - really very fine - Em.D. - En.Diena - P.V. 
(cert.2012) 
 

 

Tuscany - lot 309 - base euro 650 
registered letter from Siena to Poggibonsi of 20.5.1858 with cr.2 
blue on white paper Vaccari n.33, with large to slightly close at 
foot and slightly touched on the right at top margins - Sassone n.13 
- 5 bar cancellation with, alongside, “Per Consegna” + double 
circle “Siena 20 Mag. 1858” - arrival postmark on the back - rare 
combination - P.V. 

 
Risorgimento - lot 327 - base euro 650 
Parma - letter from Parma to Milan of 18.6.1859 with c.25 lilac brown Vaccari n.20GP/2°, big margins on 
three sides and close at foot - Sassone n.10 - grid cancellation - period of second Provisional Government 
(9 June - 31 July 1859) - good appearance - Sorani - P.V. 
 
Risorgimento - lot 328 - base euro 1,800 
Papal State - letter from Rome to Bressanone of 5.9.1870 with 
c.40 intense yellow Vaccari n.87 - Sassone n.29a - lozenge 
cancellation with small diamonds with, alongside, double circle 
“Roma 5 Set. 70” + handwritten “Via d’Italia”, charge “14” and 
“35” cancelled - on the back, postmarks of Lucerne, Innsbruck, 
St.Gallen and Feldkirch - rare combination, on this date, via 
Switzerland - P.V. 
 
Risorgimento - lot 332 - base euro 300 
Sardinia - fragment with c.20 dark blue Vaccari n.48a, big margins - Sassone n.15B - double circle 
cancellation “Senigallia 26 Set. 60” - postage stamp used 5 days before the delivery official date for the 
Sardinian postage stamps (1.10.1860) - really very fine and really rare - P.V. 
 
Risorgimento - lot 333 - base euro 1,350 
Sardinia - letter from “R.Posta Mil.e Sarda (n.8) 9 Nov. 60” to Borgo S.Donnino (Parma) with c.20 dark 
blue Vaccari n.48a, big margins - Sassone n.15B - letter with text inside from Modena on 5.10.1860! - 
really very fine - A.D. - P.V. 
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Italy Kingdom 
Vittorio Emanuele III - lot 451 - base euro 1,800 
commercial registered letter from Bologna to Modena of 25.6.1929 
with Leoni c.5 + block of 4 Michetti c.30 grey + Imperial c.25 + 
Parmeggiani L.1,75 brown perforation 13 3/4, Sassone 
n.81+185+242+248, all of them well perforated - arrival postmark 
on the back - really very fine - P.V. 

 
Military Mail - lot 587 - base euro 2,000 
Austria - 2 small letters belonging to the famous correspondence 
“Odescalchi” from Leobersdorf to Bologna franked with kr.9 blue 
handmade paper type IIIa: the first one with complete double circle 
cancellation “Leobersdorf 13/9” and, on the back, arrival postmark 
“Bologna 16 Set. 52”, the second one with complete double circle 
cancellation “Leobersdorf 17/10” and, on the back, arrival postmark 
“Bologna 20 Ott. 52” + “Feldpost n.1 20/10” - the first letter was 
charged “32” baj. (Tosti rate 1.5x21 baj.) that is 40 kreuzer (wrong 
rate because Military Mail paid 32 baj. to the Papal State and the 
addressee had to pay the equivalent 40 kr CM to the Military Mail), 
the second one has no charge (League) - rare and really very fine 
combination and rare chance to see the two rates before and after the 
League (1.10.1852) - well preserved - Ferchenbauer (cert.2011x2) - 
P.V. 

 

 

Sea Route - lot 624 - base euro 1,500 
Lombardy Venetia - letter from Milan to Palermo of 26.4.1856, via 
Genoa, with c.45 III type blue Vaccari n.12, big margins - Sassone 
n.12 - different postmarks and charges also on the back - detailed 
postal historical description by M.Mentaschi (2011) - P.V. 

 
Destinations - lot 638 - base euro 60 
Austria, Langenau - letter from Naples of 1.5.1862 coming from Bari and addressed to Langenau 
(Bohemia) with Naples Provinces gr.5 carmine red Vaccari n.10, big margins on 3 sides and close at top - 
Sassone n.21 - small circle cancellation “Napoli 1 Mag. 62” repeated alongside + charge “15” + “Col 
vapore francese via di Genova” handwritten - arrival postmark on the back - interesting combination - 
P.V. 
 
Destinations - lot 644 - base euro 1,200 
Chile, Santiago - letter from Rome to Santiago of 12.4.1875 with L.2/TO (well perforated) + 
c.20/1867/TO (perforation defective) Vaccari n.75+87 - Sassone n.22T+26T - point numeral cancellation 
“207” with different postmarks and handwritten charges alongside - arrival postmark on the back - good 
appearance - D.Carraro (cert.2010 - really detailed with explanation of the letter route) - P.V. - A.D. 
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Destinations - lot 646 - base euro 100 
Korea/Bologna - silk paper cover from Korea to Bologna with Ri.2 Yvert n.35 (cancellation in the 
middle) + Floral c.20 Sassone n.72, well perforated (cancellation “R.Nave Marco Polo ...Nov.04”) - 
arrival postmark “Bologna (Centro) 20.12.04” on the back - peculiar and interesting combination - En.D. 
- P.V. 
 
 

 

Destinations - lot 668 - base euro 1,600 
Holland, Amsterdam - letter from Senigallia to Amsterdam of 
21.6.1857 franked for b.22 with Papal State b.1 greyish green I 
composition (perfect at foot) + b.7 light blue (vertical strip of 3 
with big margins) Vaccari n.5+21 - Sassone n.2+8a - grid 
cancellation with, alongside, double circle “Senigallia 21 Giu. 57” 
+ “P.D.” and French route postmark both in red - arrival postmark 
on the back - really very fine - A.D. (cert.1973) - P.V. 

 
 
Foreign countries - San Marino - lot 696 - base euro 300 
c.15 reply-paid postcard Filagrano n.C2 with additional franking with c.5 yellow Sassone n.2, well 
perforated - cancellation “Repubblica di S.Marino 8 Apr. 1892” in azure, addressed to Frankfurt - really 
very fine - P.V. 
 
 
 
 

POSTCARDS 
 
 
The first lots to be knocked down are the ones in the section devoted to Postcards; only those requested 
by people present at the sale will be auctioned off in the auction room. 
 
This auction presents 451 lots in the section of Postcards, that give a general overview but focus mainly 
on Regionalism and Military. 
All the Italian regions in 177 lots, where even small villages, municipal districts and hamlets are 
represented, to show how detailed the depiction of the Italian country is; in this group 174 items in small 
format. Numerous are the postcards of the same field also among Lots, a good 10 sets one can really 
enjoy. 
In the range of Military, the “Special” Italian Alpini stands up with 160 lots among which some rarities 
are present. Peculiar is the military post-free, with 5 pieces of repiquage (1065-1069), and with 260 
specimen of the corps of the Alpini (1275). 
 
 
The 451 lots are divided into Aviation - Commemorative - Illustrators - Advertising - Savoy - Fascism-
Nazism - Military with Special Italian Alpini - Regionalism - Lots. 
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Aviation 
Our glorious Italian “Arma Azzurra” - complete series 

lots 841 - 842 - 843 - 844 - 845 - base euro 50 each 
 

     
 
 

Military - Alpini - lot 904 - base euro 50 
5a Divisione Alpina “Pusteria” - X Colonna Salmerie - dis. D’Ercoli - al 
verso testo con la storia e reparti della Colonna - cat.Arrasich euro 120,00 
- Ed. Boeri, Roma - orizzontale - formato grande - a colori - stato di 
conservazione ottimo - rara 

 
Military - Post-free - lot 1069 - base euro 100 
Repiquage - VI Settore di Copertura - Corso Sciatori anno XX° - 
“... dei pini il tremito ...” - dis. Fiors - franchigia militare 
cat.Interitalia n.26/3 (euro 200,00) “Affermo solennemente, e 
senza tema ...” frase di Mussolini sopra il tassello con esagoni - 
viaggiata 12.1.42 da Bobbio Pellice a Costamasnaga per Tregolo, 
Como (annullo di arrivo leggero) + timbri viola: “Comando 
Presidio Militare ... Pellice”, tondo “(45)” + censura - orizzontale 
- formato grande - bianco e nero - stato di conservazione ottimo - 
molto rara 
 

 

Regionalism - Trieste - lot 1142 - base euro 45 
Carnevale di inizi ‘900, in primo piano il carro vincitore 
dell’anno “L’inferno di Dante” (da testo manoscritto al verso) - 
grande animazione - viaggiata da Trieste inizi ‘900 affrancata con 
francobollo austriaco da 5 heller e inviata a Rovereto, annullo di 
arrivo - orizzontale - monocroma - vera fotografia - stato di 
conservazione ottimo (TS) - molto rara 
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PUBLIC AUCTION 
in VIGNOLA by Vaccari auction room 

Via M.Buonarroti, 46 - Vignola (Mo) 
 

philately - postal history 
postcards 

 
sale catalogue no.86 

 

SATURDAY 8 NOVEMBER 2014
First session 

10 a.m. (local time) - first part lots 837-1287 (postcards) 
11 a.m. (local time) - second part lots 1-333 (philately) 

Second session 2:30 p.m. (local time) 
lots 334-836 (philately) 

 

the catalogue on-line 
www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/?SetLanguage=en 

In the site, you can find what you are interested in easily, see the lots reproduced, send your offer quickly 
consult (at the end of the auction) the list of unsold items and prices realised. 

 

browse the catalogue 
http://issuu.com/vaccaristamps/docs/vaccari_asta_86_8novembre2014 

 
NO COMMISSION CHARGES ON BIDS 

Pour vos offres d’achat il n’y a pas de commissions 
Keine Provision berechnet wird 

VAT INCLUDED 
 

BIDS 
mail, fax, e-mail, or internet bids will be accepted 

until FRIDAY 7 NOVEMBER 2014 - 12 a.m. (local time) 
We would like to remind you that in case of equal bids the first one arrived wins and that those who are in 
the auction room have an advantage as they may obtain lots at one sole step of difference. 
 

Auctioneers 
Silvia Vaccari (postcards) and Luca Lopez (philately) 

Mail bids will be dealt with personally by Paolo Vaccari. 
 
Please read TERMS OF SALE carefully 
(in the page of the auction up right) 
http://www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/index.php?_u=_cvasta&SetLanguage=en 
 
 

Another press release relevant to the auction 
with general information and the foreword 

www.vaccari.it/misc/index.php?_u=_cs&SetLanguage=en 


